
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a mid-level software engineer.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for mid-level software engineer

Identify refactoring ideas for legacy code
Update user-facing product documentation for implemented features
Aids software developers in defining requirements using DOORS
Verifies that required software traceability is defined and performed
Assists with formal test preparations such as traceability and test
documentation, and with preparation of materials for customer reviews such
as Test Readiness Reviews and Sell-offs
Identifies process risks/opportunities and performs root cause corrective
analysis (RCCA) as required
Successful candidate assists code developers with peer reviews throughout
the lifecycle, and must be familiar with traditional and agile software
development methods, preferably with experience as a SCRUM Master
Candidate will define roles/tasks, plan, schedule, and track Agile process
implementation
Candidate supports software reviews during Agile sprints
Creation and collection of metrics for monitoring the health of systems

Qualifications for mid-level software engineer

Must show attention to detail, positive attitude, the ability to learn and to be
challenged, and to take pride in quality, performance and timeliness

Example of Mid-Level Software Engineer Job
Description
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least 3 years of experience in developing software applications
Bachelors degree in Computer Science, Engineering or related field or at
least 10 years of job-related experience or Masters degree in Computer
Science, Engineering or related field and at least 7 years of job-related
experience
Position may require the ability to investigate, troubleshoot, and design
solutions to problems in operational software systems
Position may require travel and requires the ability to obtain and maintain a
Security Clearance
4+ years of software development experience demonstrating depth of
technical understanding within ETL and Scripting technologies


